Data Recovery UK

Ensure Quick Access to
Archive Data
Quick, cost-effective and risk-free access to your archive data
with Ontrack. Confidently decide what data you need to retrieve
and migrate.

Are These Scenarios
Familiar?
QQ

Our customised projects provide you with a vantage point to make informed
decisions that can help your business save time and money.
QQ

QQ

QQ

Manage and easily access your archive tape libraries with our online tape
catalogue service
Restore and migrate specific items granularly
Quickly recover and produce information on tapes to respond to time
critical requests

QQ

Streamline your data storage and save costs on archiving and backup technology

QQ

Secure support for the management of your information risk at a company level

QQ

Recover data from damaged or corrupted tapes

QQ

QQ

Securely delete data with a certificate of erasure confirming the validity of
the process

Reduce the cost, time and risk of managing archive data. Whatever your tape
requirement, Ontrack can help.
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Need to quickly extract specific
messages, mailboxes or entire EDB
files from your archived tapes?
Plan to replace or upgrade your
backup infrastructure but still
need to access archived data for
compliance or regulatory reasons?
Have multiple backup infrastructures
and tapes following a merger or
acquisition?
Need to access old tapes but don’t
want to incur the cost of retaining
various backup environments?
Can’t determine what data resides
on which tapes?
Unable to read backup tapes
because they’ve been physically
damaged or the data is corrupt?
No longer have the hardware to read
your legacy tapes?

We can take the stress out of your hands and ensure the transition of archived data is smooth and
painless for you and your team.
We support all backup software and tape formats so you can be certain that we can help with your specific situation. Our
tape services consist of four straightforward steps that make managing your archived tape an easy job.
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We know managing archived data is not the most exciting of tasks, but by working with us, you’ll have peace of mind that you can
access what you want, when you want it while keeping your archive costs as low as possible.
By trusting Ontrack to help manage your legacy data, you will not only be able to quickly react to requests, better manage what data
you keep and where you store it, but also reduce storage and maintenance costs.

Why work with Ontrack?
QQ

World-leading data management services and software since 1985

QQ

International coverage with 33 office locations for multi-site / jurisdiction cases

QQ

24/7/365 availability

QQ

Over 30 years of technical experience and R&D capability to solve even the most challenging tape situations

QQ

Proprietary software tools that work independently of backup infrastructure / software

QQ

Strict security policies with chain of custody if required

QQ

Security compliant - twice awarded by the US Department of Defence for outstanding security participation

For a free initial consultation with an archive specialist who will help to define your project scope and identify the critical success
factors, contact us.
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